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Abstract

The successful quantification of long-term erosion rates underpins our understanding of landscape formation, the

topographic evolution of mountain ranges, and the mass balance within active orogens. The measurement of in situ

produced cosmogenic radionuclides (CRNs) in fluvial and alluvial sediments is perhaps the method with the

greatest ability to provide such long-term erosion rates. Although deep-seated bedrock landsliding is an important

erosional process in active orogens, its effect on CRN-derived erosion rates is largely unquantified. We present a

numerical simulation of cosmogenic nuclide production and distribution in landslide-dominated catchments to address

the effect of bedrock landsliding on erosion rates. Results of the simulation indicate that the temporal stability of

erosion rates determined from CRN concentrations in sediment decreases with increased ratios of landsliding to

bedrock weathering rates within a given catchment area, and that as the frequency of landsliding increases, larger

catchment areas must be sampled in order to accurately evaluate long-term erosion rates. In addition, results of this

simulation suggest that sediment sampling for CRNs is the appropriate method for determining long-term erosion

rates in regions dominated by mass-wasting processes, whereas bedrock surface sampling for CRNs may generally

underestimate long-term erosion rates. Response times of CRN concentrations to changes in erosion rate indicate

that climatically driven cycles of erosion may be detected, but that complete equilibration of CRN concentrations

to new erosional conditions may take tens of thousands of years. Comparison of simulated CRN-derived erosion
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rates with a new data set of such rates from the Nepalese Himalaya underscore the conclusions drawn from the

model results.

D 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Observed changes in long-term erosion rates are

often considered proxies for changes in the climatic

or tectonic boundary conditions that control landscape

evolution [1]. The measurement of in situ produced

cosmogenic radionuclides (CRNs) in fluvial and allu-

vial sediments has been shown to yield spatially aver-

aged erosion rates and has become perhaps the method

with the greatest applicability in measuring erosion

rates over 103–105 yr and across a wide variety of

landscapes and erosional processes [2–6]. Most exist-

ing studies that utilize CRN-derived erosion rates have

focused on regions with rather extensive spatially and

temporally homogeneous erosion rates. Here we pre-

sent a simulation to explore the effects of bedrock

landsliding on cosmogenic erosion rates and the poten-
Fig. 1. Cartoon showing the effects of landslides on surface cosmogenic nu

Homogeneous CRN surface concentration and sediment volume and conce

concentration and heterogeneous sediment volume and CRN concentratio
tial for exploiting cosmogenic nuclides to measure

erosion rates in rapidly eroding, active orogens.

Large bedrock landslides can incise to depths

greater than the attenuation length of cosmic rays,

thus mobilizing sediments with little or no cosmo-

genic nuclide abundance (Fig. 1). Based on empirical

relationships of landslide depth to area [7], a landslide

with a radius of just 10 m will incise to ~100 cm,

below the attenuation length of spallogenic nuclide

production. An extraordinarily large slide may incise

to a maximum depth of several tens of meters, below

the attenuation length of muogenic nuclide produc-

tion. In catchments where deep landslides have

recently occurred, the addition of nuclide-poor land-

slide detritus to the fluvial system will dilute the CRN

concentration in the fluvial sediment, yielding appar-

ently higher erosion rates. As one example, samples
clide concentrations and indicating particle paths during erosion. (A)

ntration during steady-state erosion. (B) Heterogeneous surface CRN

n during landslide-dominated erosion.
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from low-order fluvial catchments in the Nepalese

Himalaya yield derosion ratesT determined from cos-

mogenic nuclides that range from 0.01 to 0.4 mm/yr,

even along the same ridge crest ([8,9]; Heimsath et al.,

in preparation). Similar results are reported from the

San Bernardino Mountains in southern California,

where derosion ratesT along a landslide-dominated

escarpment vary from b0.3 to N2.7 mm/yr, while

rates from an adjacent region dominated by bedrock

weathering are on the order of hundredths of milli-

meters per year [10].

Such variability may be expected for data sets that

are focused on small, steep catchments in actively

deforming mountain belts, but it complicates the

application of in situ produced CRNs in interpreting

the rates of erosion in regions affected by both bed-

rock weathering and landsliding processes.

Here we address the effects of bedrock landsliding

on CRN-derived erosion rates from bedrock and flu-

vial samples in an attempt to answer several basic

questions: As the rate of landsliding increases, how

are CRN concentrations in fluvial sediment affected?

Can reliable CRN erosion rates be derived from flu-

vial sediment or bedrock samples when landsliding is

the dominant erosional process? Over what spatial

scales do fluvial systems integrate the effects of land-

sliding? What timescales are required for CRN con-

centrations to respond to changes in erosion rates? We

present the results of a numerical simulation of cos-

mogenic nuclide production and erosional removal in

landslide-dominated catchments to assess these ques-

tions. A series of simulations with varying bedrock

weathering and landslide erosion rates are used to

create statistical populations of CRN-derived erosion

rates for both dsedimentT and dbedrockT samples for a

theoretical landscape. Finally, simulated distributions

of CRN-derived ages are compared to a new, exten-

sive data set of CRN-derived erosion rates from the

Nepalese Himalaya.
2. Numerical simulation

The numerical simulation is based on actual digital

elevation data, and it simulates the production of

cosmogenic nuclides at each model cell, the removal

of material through bedrock weathering, the removal

of material by landsliding, and the radioactive decay
of cosmogenic nuclides. A Geographic Information

System (GIS; in this case ArcInfo) is used for the

backbone of the simulation. Model initialization, data

assimilation, and data output are all controlled through

the GIS using Arc Macro Language (AML). Compu-

tationally intensive portions of the model are passed

from the GIS to customized Perl modules for compu-

tational efficiency. The three main functionalities of

the simulation are described in greater detail below.

2.1. Cosmogenic nuclide production

Prior to running the landslide simulation model,

cosmogenic nuclide production rates must be calcu-

lated for each cell in the model. Calculation of these

rates begins with a geo-referenced digital elevation

model (DEM) of the study area of interest. For each

cell in the digital elevation model, cosmogenic pro-

duction scaling factors are calculated within the GIS

based on cell altitude and latitude following [11,12].

Further corrections to cosmogenic production are

applied by calculating the topographic shielding at

each point in the DEM. For each cell in the DEM,

the vertical angle to every other cell is calculated.

These values are binned into 58 radial bins, and the

maximum vertical angle in each bin is used to approx-

imate the horizon angle for that bin. The topographic

shielding factor for each bin is derived from the

horizon angle using a published methodology [13].

The altitude, latitude, and topographic shielding fac-

tors are combined within the GIS system to produce

an output array of cosmogenic production scaling

factors. This array is then multiplied by the high-

latitude, sea-level production rate of the cosmogenic

nuclide of interest to create an array of cosmogenic

production rates. In this case, we have chosen to

model 10Be and selected a production rate of 5.3

atoms/g/yr [14]. This array of 10Be production rates

is preserved for use through the rest of the model run.

2.2. Model initialization

Model initialization consists of two separate

actions: (i) preparing the model for data gathering

and assimilation and (ii) calculating an initial surface

cosmogenic nuclide concentration to start the land-

slide model. The first of these two tasks is the most

time-intensive and must be performed separately for
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each DEM on which this model is run. Using the

hydrologic functions available in a GIS, watersheds

within the model area are delineated. A variety of first-

to highest order watersheds are selected and saved for

later use in data analysis. One hundred random points

are also generated across the model space at which to

track cosmogenic nuclide concentrations in bedrock

and erosional removal of material. This number of

points was chosen as the minimum number of points

that adequately represent the distribution of erosion

rates across the landscape. After the data gathering

initialization steps are complete, an input cosmogenic

surface nuclide concentration array must be calculated

for input to the landslide portion of the model. We

have chosen to input a surface concentration grid that

represents the steady-state concentration of 10Be at the

bedrock weathering rate specified for the model run.

The bedrock weathering rate is limited by the rate at

which rock can be converted to soil or regolith and is

taken to be less than 0.3 mm/yr [15]. The surface

concentration (N) is calculated for each point in the

model following the equation

N10Be ¼ P10Be

k10Be
þ E=K

� � 1� e� k10BeþE=Kð ÞtÞ
� �

; ð1Þ

where N10Be and P10Be are the concentration (atoms/

g) and production rate (atoms/g/yr) of 10Be, respec-

tively; k10Be is the decay constant of 10Be (yr�1); E is

the erosion rate (here equivalent to the bedrock weath-

ering rate), in g/cm2/yr; K is the neutron attenuation

length in rock, in g/cm2; and t is time (yr). This initial

concentration array is saved for input into future

model runs.

2.3. Landslide simulation

The landslide simulation portion of the model takes

as input the surface cosmogenic nuclide concentration

array calculated in the previous step, and the cosmo-

genic production rate array calculated in the first

model step. This portion of the model is iterated. At

the end of each iteration, two arrays are output, a

depth array which contains the sum of all sediment

removed by erosion, due to both bedrock weathering

and landsliding, and a surface concentration array that

contains the surface cosmogenic nuclide concentra-

tion at each model cell after erosional removal of
material, cosmogenic ingrowth and radioactive

decay. The individual steps are detailed below.

2.3.1. Cosmogenic ingrowth and decay

Given an initial surface cosmogenic nuclide con-

centration, Ni
10Be, and a surface cosmogenic nuclide

production rate, P10Be, a resultant surface cosmo-

genic nuclide concentration, Nr
10Be, produced by cos-

mic ray bombardment and removal by radioactive

decay can be calculated by

N10
r Be ¼ N10

i Beþ P10Bed t
� �

e�k10Be t: ð2Þ

The new surface concentration, Nr
10Be, replaces the

initial value in the surface concentration array.

2.3.2. Bedrock weathering

The bedrock weathering rate (Eb) represents the

spatially homogeneous erosional removal of material

from the land surface. For each model time step (t), a

depth equal to Eb� t is added to the depth grid. This

material is always removed from the upper surface of

the topography and therefore has the highest concen-

tration of CRNs.

2.3.3. Landslides

After removal of material by bedrock weathering,

the model is populated with landslides. Landslides are

assumed to obey a power-law frequency–magnitude

relationship [7,16–23]. Based on this assumption,

populations of landslides in the model can be derived

from four parameters: b, the power-law exponent for

landslide frequency–magnitude relationship, Amin, the

minimum landslide area, Amax, the maximum land-

slide area, and Els, the average rate of erosion by

landsliding over the model area. Although short-term

landslide erosion rates fluctuate due to the episodicity

of landslides, the average rate of erosion by land-

sliding is produced through the power-law fre-

quency–magnitude relationship over time (Fig. 2).

Complete derivations of landslide frequency–magni-

tude distributions in the model space are given in

Appendix A. For each model timestep, a landslide

distribution is generated, and the landslides are ran-

domly distributed over the model space. The total

amount of material removed by landsliding from

each model cell during the timestep is then calculated.

The total depth of material removed by landsliding is
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added to the depth of material removed by bedrock

weathering (see Appendix A).

2.3.4. Surface concentration

Once the depth array is tabulated, the surface cos-

mogenic nuclide concentration is recalculated to reflect

the depth of material removed from each model cell.

Assuming, for simplification, a constant rock density

(q) in the model of 2.65 g/cm3, and a cosmogenic ray

attenuation length in this rock (K) of 150 cm2/g, a final

surface cosmogenic nuclide concentration at the end of

the timestep, Nf
10Be, can be calculated for each cell

based on the cosmogenic concentration following

ingrowth, Nr
10Be, above, and the depth of material, D,

removed from the cell during the timestep,

N10
f Be ¼ N10

r Bed e�D q=Kð Þ: ð3Þ

The valueNf
10Be is stored for each cell in the surface

concentration array. At this point, this array is saved for

data extraction, as described in the next section, and

then re-opened as the initial surface concentration grid

for the next iteration step of the landslide portion of the

model.

2.4. Data extraction

At a specified sampling interval, data are extracted

from each array to simulate two potential cosmogenic
nuclide sampling methods: surface exposure age da-

ting and stream sediment sampling.

2.4.1. Surface exposure age dating

The depth of material removed and the final surface

concentration at each sample point across the model are

recorded. A volumetric erosion rate (Ev) is calculated

by dividing the depth of material removed (D) by the

model time step (t; recall thatD includes both continual

removal of rock by bedrock weathering and episodic

landsliding). Additionally, a cosmogenic erosion rate

(Ec) is calculated for each point using the standard

assumption of steady-state erosion [24],

Ec ¼
K
q

P10Be

N 10
f Be

� k10Be

�
:

�
ð4Þ

2.4.2. Stream sediment sampling

Cosmogenic nuclide concentrations in stream sedi-

ments can be used to estimate average upstream ero-

sion rates of watersheds. For each watershed, a

volumetric erosion rate (Ev) is calculated by summing

the total depth of material removed from the

watershed and dividing it by the watershed area multi-

plied by the model time step. Second, a cosmogenic

erosion rate (Ec) for the watershed is calculated. To

calculate this erosion rate, first, the concentration of

the cosmogenic nuclide of interest in the eroded sedi-

ment must be determined. Using the depth array and

surface concentration array, the average nuclide con-

centration in the eroded material at each model cell,

ND
10Be, can be calculated as

N 10
D Be ¼ N 10

f Bed K 1� eD q=Kð Þ
� �

: ð5Þ

The concentration of cosmogenic nuclides in the

sediment removed from the watershed, NS
10Be, then,

is

N 10
S Be ¼

X
N10
D Be

�X
D: ð6Þ

The erosion rate derived from the cosmogenic

nuclide concentration in the material removed from

the watershed is then calculated as in Eq. (4), where

P10Be would represent the watershed-averaged pro-

duction rate and Nf
10Be would be replaced with

NS
10Be.
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2.4.3. Simplifications and assumptions

It should be noted that the model outlined above

makes several simplifying assumptions regarding

sediment production and transport. Bedrock weath-

ering and transport is assumed to occur at a homo-

geneous rate across the entire model, although in

reality, the rate at which these processes act on the

scale of our model are controlled by local slope and

lithology. Landslides are also randomly placed across

the landscape, with no considerations for hillslope and

aspect. Second, the model contains no provision for

sediment storage. All material derived from landslid-

ing is assumed to pass through the model within the

timestep in which the landslide occurred (100 yr for

the models discussed here). Third, the model is

intended to produce a population of cosmogenic and

volumetric erosion rates for statistical analysis. Ero-

sion and landslides occur through dtimeT to produce a

variety of surface CRN concentrations that could

potentially be sampled; however, this model is not a

landscape evolution model. During the course of the

model run, the model landscape surface does not

evolve, and shielding effects or absolute elevation

changes that in reality would alter CRN production

rates are not considered. Finally, the role of muogenic

production is not explicitly considered in this simula-

tion. The greater attenuation length of muons results

in larger proportion of muogenic to spallogenic

nuclide production at higher erosion rates [25], such

as those considered in this model, and thus, our

modeled cosmogenic erosion rates immediately fol-

lowing a landslide may be considered maximum esti-

mates. On the other hand, extremely large landslides

may incise well below the attenuation length of muo-

genic production, negating this effect. The frequency

of such large events will dictate the effects of con-

sidering muogenic production on our model results.
3. Model results

We simulated the effects of landsliding on cosmo-

genic nuclide equilibrium and associated CRN-

derived and volumetrically calculated erosion rates

for the San Antonio Creek catchment, located in the

eastern San Gabriel Mountains of southern California

(Fig. 3). It is a small (~70 km2), mountainous catch-

ment, selected in part because of the availability of
high-quality digital elevation model (DEM) data over

the region (30-m resolution), and in part because a

significant amount of work exists describing the geo-

morphology and neotectonics of the region. Low-

temperature thermochronologic data indicate that the

eastern San Gabriel Mountains are being exhumed at a

rate of ~0.3–1 mm/yr [26–28], while geomorphic and

geologic studies indicate that landsliding is a preva-

lent mechanism of erosion in this watershed [17,29].

In fact, both a landslide frequency–magnitude expo-

nential scaling factor (b) and a long-term average

erosion rate have been determined for this region

[17]. When b is less than 1.5, large, but infrequent

landslides dominate the overall sediment flux from a

catchment. As such, this watershed potentially pro-

vides a natural laboratory to study the effects of land-

sliding on CRN-derived erosion rates, and for

comparison with and calibration of the numerical

model.

The San Antonio Creek watershed was divided

into 46 sub-basins that were tracked as part of this



Table 1

Statistics for basins tracked in the model

Basin order Number of basins Mean area

(km2)

First 30 0.1

Second 6 0.6

Third 5 2.3

Fourth 4 8.4

Fifth 1 69.0
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Fig. 4. Example of a box-and-whisker plot to graphically display the

statistical distribution of a non-Gaussian data set. A probability

density function (PDF) and box-plot are shown for actual model

results of cosmogenic erosion rates from first-order basins with a

bedrock weathering rate of 0.1 mm/yr and a total erosion rate of 10

mm/yr. The distribution of erosion rates is plotted across the bottom

of the graph as a series of vertical black hash marks.
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simulation, and from which modeled sediment-

derived CRN erosion rates were calculated (exam-

ples shown in Fig. 3; basin statistics are listed in

Table 1). In addition to the sub-basins, 100 points

were randomly distributed across the model space to

serve as simulated bedrock CRN sampling localities

(Fig. 3). Modeled bedrock weathering rates were

selected that span the range of observed bedrock

weathering rates in the Transverse Ranges [10] to

the most rapid known rates of rock-to-regolith con-

version [15]. Landslide parameters used were

b =1.18 [17], Amin=30 m, the input DEM cell size,

and Amax=1000 m, the maximum local topographic

relief. Nine model runs were completed with various

combinations of bedrock weathering, landslide, and

total erosion rates (Table 2). Each model ran for

100,000 yr with a 100-yr timestep, and CRN con-

centrations were recorded every 1000 yr. Simulation

results are summarized on a box-and-whisker plot

(Fig. 4).

3.1. Simulated sediment erosion rates

Catchment-wide erosion rates allow comparison of

the statistical distributions between CRN-derived and

volumetrically averaged erosion rates for each of the

nine simulations and illustrate variations as a function

of catchment order (Fig. 5).
Table 2

Landslide rates for each model run

Total erosion rate Bedrock weathering rate

0.01 0.1 0.3

1.0 0.99 0.90 0.70

5.0 4.99 4.90 4.70

10.0 9.99 9.90 9.70

All erosion rates are in mm/yr.
Several conclusions can be drawn from these data.

First, with increasing proportion of bedrock weath-

ering, the CRN-determined erosion rate at any catch-

ment scale more closely reflects the volumetric

erosion rate for any given total combined erosion

rate (Fig. 6). This is not unexpected, as bedrock

weathering is modeled as a uniformly continuous

process in the simulation, such that increased ratios

of bedrock weathering to landsliding will result in a

greater contribution from a steady-state process to the

overall erosional volume. It is worth noting that under

this formulation, for any given total erosion rate, an

increase in bedrock weathering rate results in a

decrease in the rate of erosion due to landsliding.

Thus, for a given basin size, CRN-derived erosion

rates converge with volumetric erosion rates with an

increase in the rate of bedrock weathering, but

diverge from the total erosion rate due to the reduc-

tion in landsliding (Fig. 6). Additionally, the data

emphasize that the observed magnitude–frequency
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relationships of landslides skew volumetric erosion

towards the larger, more infrequent, landslides

[16,17]. This is reflected in all nine simulations,

where the median 50% of the CRN-derived and volu-

metric erosion rates generally fall below the total

imposed erosion rate in the simulation. The outer

statistical bounds of the CRN-derived and volumetric

erosion rates are substantially higher than the imposed

erosion rates, reflecting the infrequency, but impor-

tance, of these large events in controlling erosion

rates in landslide-dominated catchments.

The effects of damping and averaging effects on

CRN-derived erosion rates are also illustrated in the

statistical spread of the model data set (Fig. 5).

Volumetric erosion rates display a greater spread

than CRN-derived rates at all catchment scales, bed-

rock weathering rates, and landslide rates. These

effects are particularly notable at small to moderate

catchment scales in regions with low rates of ero-
sion by landsliding. In particular, at 1 mm/yr total

erosion rate, the CRN-derived rates have a 50%

smaller distribution than the volumetric erosion

rates.

The effect of spatial averaging on the spread of

volumetric- and CRN-derived erosion rates is also

highlighted in our results (Fig. 5). The statistical

spread of both volumetric erosion rates increases

with increasing catchment size is presumably related

to the increased likelihood of experiencing a large

mass wasting at greater catchment area. Once an

appropriate spatial threshold is reached, if the catch-

ment becomes large enough to adequately average

large landsliding events and areas unaffected by

mass wasting, the spread of the erosion-rate data

drops significantly. This spatial scale in our simula-

tions appears to occur between fourth- and fifth-order

catchments (a jump from ~8 km2 to ~70 km2). The

exception to this rule is at low total erosion rates,
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where landslides appear to occur infrequently enough

at all catchment scales to never significantly decrease

the statistical distribution of erosion rates from third-

to fifth-order catchments.

Finally, given the damping and spatial averaging

effects described above, it is heartening to note that

the median 50% of observations are more or less

consistent between volumetric and CRN-derived ero-

sion rates (Fig. 5). At small catchment scales, CRN-

derived rates are typically higher than volumetric

rates (this is particularly clear at low total erosion

rates), but converge at larger catchment scales (Fig.

6). The catchment size at which this convergence

occurs varies and decreases with increased rates of

erosion. As a general rule of thumb, however, it

would appear that CRN-derived rates of erosion

from sediments are statistically representative of

volumetric rates in our numerical simulation at

third-, or at most, fourth-order catchment scales.

This observation indicates that CRN-derived erosion

rates from sediments in landslide-dominated catch-

ments may in fact be useful for looking at basin-

wide erosion at intermediate time scales (103–104 yr)

to study the variability of spatial and temporal dis-

tributions of landsliding. Measuring CRN-derived

erosion rates from several third- or fourth-order

catchments should allow the identification of high

erosion rates that may be due to recent mass wasting

events. Such high rates would approximate the recent

volumetric erosion rates from the basin, but not

necessarily the long-term average (Fig. 5). However,

even catchments as large as the fourth-order catch-

ments in our study are likely to underestimate the

overall erosion rate by 20–40%, due to the impact of

rare, but unusually large, landslide events. The

impact of such events is only averaged at the largest

catchment scale, where the first to third quartiles of

cosmogenic erosion rates overlap the long-term aver-

age rate, yielding an ~50% chance of determining a

cosmogenic erosion rate within ~20% of the long-

term average (Fig. 5).
Fig. 6. Scatter plots of median cosmogenic vs. median volumetric

erosion rates for (from top to bottom) total erosion rates of 1, 5, and

10 mm/yr. All plots indicate that cosmogenic erosion rates are

higher than volumetric erosion rates and illustrate the convergence

of the two rates with increased bedrock weathering rate. Error bars

as in Fig. 5.
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3.2. Simulated bedrock erosion rates

We also calculated the surface CRN concentration

at 100 points as though bedrock samples were col-

lected from each of these locations (Eq. (4); Fig. 7).

A first-order observation is that the spread of

erosion rates increases with increasing rates of

total erosion and, thus, with increasing rates of

landsliding. This almost certainly reflects the

increased likelihood that any of the randomly

sampled points in the model will be affected by

landsliding with the increasing frequency of events.

A second important observation is that at low rates

of total erosion (and landsliding), although bedrock

weathering encompasses, at most, 30% of total ero-

sion, the median CRN-derived erosion rate is almost

identical to the bedrock weathering rate. That is, for

any given point in the landscape, the likelihood of

sampling a point that has been recently enough

affected by mass wasting to alter the CRN concen-

tration is virtually negligible. As the total rate of

erosion increases, the median erosion rates increase

above the background bedrock weathering rate, yet

fall well below the total erosion rate over the land-

scape. In contrast to the distribution of sediment-

derived CRN erosion rates (Fig. 5), the upper extent

of the dwhiskerT (three inter-quartile ranges beyond

the median) never exceeds the imposed total erosion

rate. In fact, the highest percentage of dbedrockT
samples that accurately reflect the total erosion
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Fig. 7. Distribution of cosmogenically determined erosion rates (shaded bo

rates for each set of runs are indicated by solid lines; bedrock weathering r

As landslide erosion rates increase, the spread and median of cosmogen

determined erosion rates at these points, however, remain well below tota
rate is 0.25%, for the model run with a total erosion

rate of 10 mm/yr and a bedrock weathering rate of

0.01 mm/yr, where 25 samples out of 10,000 fell

within the range of 8–12 mm/yr.

These results suggest that sampling bedrock

exposures in basins dominated by mass wasting may

provide an upper bound on bedrock weathering rates

across the basin but are likely to underestimate the

long-term rate of erosion resulting from the combined

effects of bedrock weathering and landsliding.

3.3. Response of CRN-derived erosion rates to

changes in rates of mass wasting processes

Whereas the calculation of CRN and volumetric

erosion rates is only performed while the simulation is

in an erosional dsteady stateT for the imposed landslide

and bedrock weathering rates, the mean CRN concen-

tration is calculated throughout the model run to

gather an estimate of the response time of CRNs in

the landscape to changes in erosional boundary con-

ditions (Fig. 8). These plots record the mean 10Be

concentration over the landscape, beginning at the

initialization of the model, where the 10Be concentra-

tion at each cell in the simulation is analytically

solved for the imposed bedrock weathering rate and

the scaled production factor at each cell. Subse-

quently, landslides are populated across the model

landscape, and the mean concentration of 10Be begins

to decrease at a rate controlled by the bedrock weath-
.1 0.3 0.01 0.1 0.3

Rate - 5 mm/yr

Total Erosion Rate - 10 mm/yr

ring Rate (mm/yr)

xes) from individual sample points for each model run. Total erosion

ates are drawn across the lower portion of the graph in dashed lines.

ically derived erosion rates also increase. Median cosmogenically

l erosion rates for each model run.
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ering rate and the total rate of landsliding imposed on

the model. After a period when mean 10Be concentra-

tion steady-state is achieved during bedrock weath-

ering and landsliding, the landslides are eliminated

from the simulation, and the mean 10Be concentration

in the landscape increases (Fig. 8A).

Tracking of specific points emphasizes the effects

of changes in bedrock weathering and landsliding
rates on the response time of mean 10Be concentration

(Fig. 8B). The response time of the landscape to

achieve a new equilibrium mean 10Be concentration

is a function of both the bedrock weathering rate and

the landsliding rate. For a given total erosion or bed-

rock weathering rate, the time for 10Be to reach a new

equilibrium decreases with an increase in the other

rate. Increasing the bedrock weathering rate by a
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factor of 10 decreases the time necessary for 10Be to

reach a new equilibrium concentration (squares on

Fig. 8B); likewise, increasing the rate of landsliding

by a factor of 5 also yields a decrease in the response

time (circles on Fig. 8B). On the other hand, when

landsliding is absent, the response time for re-equili-

bration of mean 10Be concentration is a function

solely of the bedrock weathering rate. The time neces-

sary for a landscape to recover 95% of its pre-land-

slide mean 10Be concentration is as little as 2000 yr, at

bedrock weathering rates of 0.3 mm/yr, and as great as

55,000 to 75,000 yr at bedrock weathering rates of

0.01 mm/yr (triangles on Fig. 8B).

These results indicate that in rapidly eroding land-

scapes, alternating between landsliding and non-land-

sliding erosional regimes over relatively short time

periods (less than a few thousand years) may generate

transients in CRN concentrations lasting tens of thou-

sands of years. If landsliding is a more prevalent

mechanism of erosion under certain climatic regimes

(e.g., during interglacial periods; [30–32]), then the

response time of mean 10Be concentration to changes

in landsliding rate must be considered.
4. Comparison of simulation results of CRN

erosion rates to CRN erosion rates from

the Nepalese Himalaya

The Khudi River in Nepal, a tributary to the Mar-

syandi River, has been the focus of a multi-disciplin-

ary study of geomorphic and geodynamic coupling in

the Himalaya [33,34]. As part of this study, erosion

rates over this catchment have been assessed using a

variety of techniques, including long-term erosion

rates from low-temperature thermochronometers

(z2–5 mm/yr; [33]), and present-day erosion rates (

~3.7 mm/yr) from suspended sediment load ( ~2.5

mm/yr, E. Gabet, unpublished data) and bedload ratio

determinations (2:1 ratio of suspended load to bed-

load, or 1.2 mm/yr; [35]). In addition, 10Be CRN

erosion rate determinations were made throughout

the catchment, both from bedrock exposures and

zero-order (V0.01 km2) catchments, and from the

mouth of the Khudi River (catchment size ~131

km2) where it joins the Marsyandi River ([8,9]; Heim-

sath et al., in preparation). The measured CRN erosion

rates were calculated using the same production rates
and scaling factors as in the model and have an

average error of 10%. Here we compare the statistical

distribution of 41 10Be CRN erosion rate determina-

tions from bedrock exposures and zero-order catch-

ments with predicted statistical distributions of CRN

erosion rates determined from our simulation. Addi-

tionally, we calculate distributions of CRN erosion

rates predicted at the mouth of the Khudi River and

compare these with the basin-wide CRN erosion rates

determined for the Khudi catchment.

The simulation of landsliding, cosmogenic pro-

duction, and erosion was performed as described

for the theoretical study in the San Antonio Creek

watershed, with only a few modifications. First, the

highest resolution DEM available for Nepal has ~90-

m cell spacing, as opposed to the 30-m spacing

available for San Antonio Creek. Therefore, the

smallest landslide populated in the model was

adjusted to have a radius of 90 m. Second, available

erosion rate data from thermochronologic and sedi-

ment-load studies were used to establish a range of

landsliding rates to input to the model of the Khudi

catchment. A bedrock weathering rate of 0.15 mm/yr

was assumed for the initial model runs, and land-

sliding rates of 2.85, 3.35, and 3.85 mm/yr (for total

erosion rates of 3, 3.5, and 4 mm/yr) were selected.

The best fit run was then re-analyzed with varying

bedrock weathering rates to derive a statistical dis-

tribution of bedrock and small-order catchment CRN

erosion rates for comparison with existing CRN data.

Finally, the size of the zero- and first-order catch-

ments is of order the size of the model cell spacing,

so these small catchments were treated as points

within this model.

4.1. Detrital CRN erosion rate in the Khudi catchment

The distribution of CRN erosion rates derived

from the model for the entire Khudi drainage were

compared with a 10Be-derived erosion rate measured

on sediment deposited at the mouth of the Khudi

River. The measured CRN erosion rate of 3.4F0.3

mm/yr best matches the model run with a total

erosion rate of 3.5 mm/yr (0.15 mm/yr bedrock

weathering and 3.35 mm/yr landslides; Fig. 9A).

This result supports the theoretical determination

that at high landslide erosion rates, the effects of

landsliding on CRN erosion rates should be spatially
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Fig. 9. (A) Distribution of model basin-wide CRN-derived erosion rates from the mouth of the Khudi drainage for erosion rates of 3.0, 3.5, and

4.0 mm/yr. The dashed line is the measured 10Be erosion rate of 3.4 mm/yr from the mouth of the Khudi River [8,9]; the dotted line is the

suspended sediment and bedload derived erosion rate (E. Gabet, unpublished data; [35]), and the gray box is the range of erosion rates from

thermochronologic data [33]. (B) Comparison of simulated distributions of CRN-derived erosion rates from 41 sample locations (white boxes)

where actual CRN-erosion rates were measured (gray boxes; A. Heimsath, unpublished data) for bedrock samples in zero- and first-order

catchments in the Khudi drainage. Median CRN erosion rates for both the simulated data and the actual CRN data are an order of magnitude less

than the basin-wide erosion rate (A).
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averaged over large catchments, and that CRN

methods are an effective means of assessing average

erosion rates. Further, the median values of each of

these three model runs does not overlap the first to

third quartiles of any other run (Fig. 9A), indicating

that the medians of these model runs statistically

differ [36]. The results of this simulation, in concert

with the actual CRN erosion rate, allow a determi-

nation of the erosion rate in the Khudi catchment of

3.5F0.5 mm/yr, tightening the constraints on the

erosion rate as derived from thermochronologic and

sediment-load data.

4.2. Bedrock and small-order catchment CRN erosion

rates in the Khudi catchment

Using the total erosion rate of 3.5 mm/yr deter-

mined for the entire Khudi drainage basin, three

additional model runs were executed at increasing

rates of bedrock weathering (0.01, 0.05, and 0.10

mm/yr) to compare the simulated distributions of

CRN erosion rates with the distribution of CRN

erosion rates determined from 41 10Be erosion rates

for bedrock samples (n =10) and from zero- and

first-order catchments (n =31; Heimsath et al., in
preparation; Fig. 9B). In the model space, the same

41 locations that were actually sampled were used to

determine a theoretical distribution of erosion rates.

Because the zero- and first-order catchments are of

the order of the cell size of the model ( ~90 m), both

bedrock and small-order basin samples were treated

as point samples in the model run.

4.2.1. CRN erosion rates from small catchments

The comparison of measured CRN-derived ero-

sion rates from small catchments with model results

indicates that sampling small drainage basins for

CRN concentrations in regions with significant ero-

sion by bedrock landsliding is not an effective

approach to determining the spatially and temporally

averaged erosion rate over the encompassing larger

drainage basin. The CRN data set from the Khudi

drainage is one of the largest erosion rate data sets

produced, yet the number of samples collected, and

the percentage of the landscape that they represent, is

inadequate to provide a meaningful representation of

the erosion rate over the entire Khudi catchment, and,

in fact, differ from the entire Khudi erosion rate by a

factor of 25 (a median erosion rate of ~0.14 mm/yr in

zero- and first-order catchments, compared with ~3.5
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mm/yr across the entire Khudi basin). Interestingly,

the distribution of measured CRN erosion rates from

small catchments was significantly different from the

modeled distribution of rates from the same catch-

ments. The median measured erosion rate was a

factor of two less than the median modeled rate,

and the spread of measured rates was a quarter the

spread of the modeled rates (Fig. 9B). One possible

explanation for this difference stems from the sam-

pling strategy employed in the Khudi study. Due to

the steepness of the topography in the Khudi drai-

nage, most detrital samples were collected from small

basins right along major ridge crests. In our simula-

tion, landslides in the model space are placed ran-

domly, such that a ridge crest is just as likely to be

affected by landsliding as a hillslope. In reality, this is

not likely to be the case. Landslide mapping indicates

that although landslides are preferentially located in

areas of steep slopes near the headwaters of drainage

systems, such slides rarely breach the drainage divide

and lower the interfluve (e.g., [37]). Lowering of

drainage divides occurs during infrequent events

when the topographic slope below the ridge crest

has been oversteepened by repeated landsliding, and

landslide failure cuts under the drainage divide,

removing the ridge crest. This process is likely to

be highly undersampled, and the lower erosion rates

and condensed spread of measured erosion rates

along the ridge crests of the Khudi basin may reflect

this fact. A slight increase in measured erosion rate

with distance from the ridge crest for small catch-

ments also hints that this explanation is a plausible

one, but the number of samples available is insuffi-

cient for a rigorous analysis of this effect.

4.2.2. CRN erosion rates from bedrock samples

CRN samples collected from bedrock outcrops dis-

play an even lower median erosion rate and overall

spread of rates than the detrital samples collected from

the small catchments. As with the detrital samples, the

bedrock samples in the Khudi drainage were collected

along the ridge crest. Samples that were judged to not

have been recently affected by landsliding were spe-

cifically targeted. As such, the spread of CRN ages

would be expected to be smaller than a truly random

set of ridge crest samples, and the median erosion rate

would, as a result, be lower than a truly random

sampling transect. This effect notwithstanding, the
median erosion rates from the bedrock samples are

still surprisingly low; nearly a factor of 5 lower than

the detrital samples from the same region (Fig. 9B). It

is likely that the rates measured on these bedrock

samples are representative of a true sample bias;

samples of pristine, unweathered bedrock outcrops

will yield very low CRN erosion rates, because the

surface of the outcrop is neither eroding nor weath-

ering. However, the difference in erosion rate

observed between small catchments and bedrock out-

crop is something of a surprise. Further sampling of

pristine bedrock, weathered bedrock, and detrital sam-

ples over small catchments will be necessary to deter-

mine the implications of the erosion rates measured

from each of these types of sample on the denudation

history of the landscape.
5. Discussion and conclusions

We have presented a numerical simulation for

modeling the production, decay, and distribution of

cosmogenic nuclides on a landscape, and their

removal through bedrock weathering and mass was-

ting processes. Although this simulation was devel-

oped to model the effects of landsliding on CRN-

derived erosion rates, the framework of the simula-

tion could be adapted to model any number of

factors that affect erosion rates derived from CRNs

in sediments, including spatial variations in lithology

and mineral content, ice cover, annual snowfall, and

recent effects of glaciation. In the past, careful

researchers trying to exploit CRNs to obtain erosion

rates have commonly restricted their sampling to

small, unglaciated catchments with uniform litholo-

gies and slow erosion rates. Variations in CRN pro-

duction due to topographic shielding, slope,

lithology, snow and ice cover, and glacial history

have generally been ignored. With the ability to

numerically predict the effects of such variations,

studies can be expanded into larger catchments

with higher erosion rates, diverse sediment-produc-

tion processes, and spatial heterogeneities in CRN

concentrations and events that can re-set the cosmo-

genic clock.

Our landsliding model is underpinned by the

observed frequency–magnitude relationships of land-

slides in two mountain ranges (Southern Alps and
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San Gabriel Mountains; [16,17]. These happen to

yield nearly identical exponential scaling factors

(b =1.1) that imply that large, infrequent landslides

dominate the total sediment flux. The observation that

implementation of our frequency–magnitude-based

landsliding module yields volumetric rates that oscil-

late around the expected value suggests that the

model succeeds in mimicking a natural process.

This frequency–magnitude relationship and the ap-

propriate scaling factor need to be verified in other

mountain ranges before they are routinely applied. In

addition, we make the implicit assumption that all of

the sediment generated by a landslide is delivered and

homogeneously mixed with bedrock weathering-

derived sediment within a single model time step

(100 yr). We make no attempt to model sediment

storage on hillslopes or within fluvial systems or to

model particle size fractionation between bedrock

weathering-derived and landslide-derived debris

[38,39].

Our specific evaluation of the effects of bedrock

landsliding on erosion rates derived from CRNs

using this simulation yielded several results that

have been previously described, particularly that

stochastic processes, dominated by large rare events,

are difficult to measure using basin-averaging sedi-

ment-sampling techniques, because the large, rare

events will often not be represented in the sample

population [39,40]. However, our simulations also

indicate that the median CRN-determined erosion

rates are representative of the volumetric erosion

rates derived from the same catchments. This sug-

gests that sampling multiple, similarly sized catch-

ments, even in active, landslide-dominated mountain

belts, offers a significant likelihood of yielding sev-

eral samples with consistent CRN erosion rates.

These rates are likely to be representative of the

recent erosion within those catchments, although it

must be recognized that such results will typically

be lower than the long-term average that includes

the large, rare events. As long as spatial variations

in production can be adequately accounted for, as is

done within our modeling environment, then larger

catchments will always yield a better approximation

of long-term erosion rate in landslide-dominated

terrains than smaller catchments. Although a specific

relationship between the catchment size necessary to

spatially average CRN samples and erosion rate is
difficult to derive, based on our modeling results, a

general rule of thumb appears to be

Aavg km2 ¼ 100km3=Myr

E km=Myr
ð7Þ

where Aavg is the area needed to average the varia-

bility in CRN concentration, and E is the estimated

erosion rate over the catchment.

Sampling from bedrock outcrops to measure aver-

age erosion rates in landslide-dominated catchments,

however, is unlikely to be a useful exercise. At the

low end of landslide erosion rates, such samples will

faithfully yield the bedrock weathering rate on the

landscape, but at increased rates of landslide erosion,

such samples will only yield a very rough upper

bound on the bedrock weathering rate and, more

likely, will be uninterpretable in the context of the

spatially averaged erosion rate over the study area.

Finally, the response time of 10Be concentrations

over the landscape to changes in rates of erosional

processes is thousands to tens of thousands of years.

Regions that have undergone recent changes in rates

of erosion may yield CRN-derived erosion rates that

reflect some intermediate rate between the previous

and current erosion rates during the re-establishment

of 10Be equilibrium over the landscape.
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Appendix A

Governing equations

This appendix details the derivations of three

specific portions of the landslide model, calculating
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the rate of landsliding, j, given a mean landslide

erosion rate, Els; population of landslides in model

space, and determining mean cosmogenic concen-

tration per volume of material removed from the

model.

Rate of landsliding

We assume that landslides follow a power-law

frequency–magnitude distribution [7,16]. For such a

distribution, the cumulative frequency of landslides

can be written as

nAzAs
¼ j As=Arð Þ�b

Ar; ðA1Þ

where nAzAs
is the number of landslides greater than

area As that occur in a given year, Ar is a specified

reference area, j is the rate of landsliding, and b is

the power-law exponent of the frequency–magnitude

distribution ([7], see Eq. (1)). If Ar is taken to be 1

km2, then from Eq. (A1), the total number of land-

slides per year, n, over the reference area can be

written as

nr ¼
Z Amax

Amin

jA�bdA; ðA2Þ

¼ j A�b
max � A

�b
min

�
;

�
ðA3Þ

where Amin is the area of the smallest landslide to

occur in Ar (in the case of the simulation, Amin is

equal to the model cell size) and Amax is the largest

slide area, constrained by local topographic relief.

Because Amin and Amax can be constrained either

empirically or based on physical characteristics of

the model space, and b has been shown to be ~1

over a large range of landslide erosion rates

[7,16,17], the volume of material removed by land-

sliding must be controlled by the rate of landsliding, j.
Because we would prefer to prescribe a rate of erosion

due to landslides, Els for the model, we need to solve

for j in terms of Els. To do this, we start by determin-

ing the number of slides, nAs
, of a given area, As per

year over the reference area, Ar,

nAs
� jbA�1�b

s : ðA4Þ
Given this, the volume of erosion in any year due

to landslides of area As is equal to the number of

landslides of area As multiplied by the volume of

landslides of area As,

VAs
¼ jbA�1�b

s Vs: ðA5Þ

In this simulation, we have opted to model the

landslides with parabolic cross sections and a linear

relationship between maximum slide depth and width

[7,41]. The scaling between landslide area and depth

is defined by a scaling factor, e, with an empirically

determined value of ~0.05 [7]. For a slide of a given

area As, then, the maximum landslide depth, dmax and

radius, rmax, are given by

dmax ¼ e
ffiffiffiffiffi
As

p
ðA6Þ

and

rmax ¼
ffiffiffiffiffi
As

p

r
: ðA7Þ

The depth of the landslide, d, at any given radius from

the landslide center is a function of dmax, the radius, r,

and a constant, C,

d ¼ dmax � Cr2: ðA8Þ

Because d =0 at rmax, we can solve for C,

C ¼ dmax

r2max

¼ e
ffiffiffiffiffi
As

p

As=p
¼ epffiffiffiffiffi

As

p ; ðA9Þ

allowing us to solve for d as a function of As,

d ¼ e
ffiffiffiffiffi
As

p
� epffiffiffiffiffi

As

p r2: ðA10Þ

The volume, Vs, of a landslide of area As can then

be calculated by integrating over cylindrical shells

from r=0 to rmax,
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Eq. (A12) can be substituted back into Eq. (A5) to

yield the volume of material, VAs
, removed from the

reference area, Ar per year by slides of area As,

VAs
¼ 1

2
jebA 1=2�bð Þ

s : ðA13Þ

The total volume of erosion per year from refer-

ence area Ar, then, is the sum of the erosion due to

landslides of all sizes that occur in Ar, from Amin to

Amax,

Vr ¼
1

2
jeb

Z Amax

Amin

A
1=2�bð Þ
ls dA

¼ jeb
3� 2bð Þ A 3=2�bð Þ

max � A
3=2�bð Þ
min

� �
: ðA15Þ

The total erosion rate per year due to landslides,

then, can be determined by dividing the volume of

material eroded per year by landslides over Ar by the

area of Ar,

Els ¼
Vr

Ar

ðA16Þ

and because we have defined Ar to be a unit area

(1 km2),

Els ¼ Vr ðA17Þ

Thus, Eq. (A15) can be solved for k in terms of Els

to yield

j ¼ Els 3� 2bð Þ
eb A

3=2�bð Þ
max � A

3=2�bð Þ
min

� � : ðA18Þ

Substituting Eq. (A18) into Eq. (A3) yields the

total number of landslides, nr, per year over the refer-

ence area, Ar, in terms of known or prescribed values

Amin, Amax, b, e, and Els,
r ¼
Els 3� 2bð Þ A�b

max � A
�b
min

� �

eb A
3=2�bð Þ
max � A

3=2�bð Þ
min

� � ðA19Þ
n
The total number of landslides, nls, then, in the simu-

lation for a given time step, t, over the entire simula-

tion is

nls ¼ t � nr �
Asim

Ar

ðA20Þ

where Asim is the area, in km2, of the simulation.

Landslide population and distribution

With the number of landslides per time step deter-

mined, the simulation is populated. The position each

landslide is specified by a randomly generated x,y

coordinate pair. The size of a given landslide is

derived from the landslide frequency–magnitude rela-

tionship (Eq. (A1)). The probability of a landslide

with area As occurring is

PAs
¼ jA�b

s ðA21Þ

therefore, randomly generated numbers mapped line-

arly onto the range PAmin
to PAmax

can be used to create

a population of nls landslides that fit the frequency–

magnitude distribution jA�b.

Cosmogenic nuclide concentration in eroded material

For each model step, the total depth of material

removed from a given cell, D, is the sum of material

eroded by bedrock weathering, Eb and the material

eroded by landslides, Els. Using the surface concen-

tration of a cosmogenic nuclide at the end of the

model step, Nf
10Be, the average nuclide concentration

in the volume of eroded material, ND
10Be can be

calculated by integrating over the total depth of

eroded material the concentration of the nuclide as a

function of e-folding depth, K,

N 10
D Be ¼ N 10

f Bed q
Z 0

�D

e�z q=Kð Þdz ðA22Þ

¼ N10
f Bed K eD q=Kð Þ � 1

� �
: ðA23Þ
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